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Abstract

Ideally, algorithms should be easy to understand and perform efficiently. How-

ever, these two requirements are often contradicting. In this thesis, by describing

a semi-automatic derivation of an efficient algorithm for detecting strongly con-

nected components, we argue that efficiency may be derivable, thereby satisfying

both requirements. First, some basic graph theory will be reviewed. Then we

will focus on some existing algorithms, among which Tarjan’s algorithm is the

most well known. Some attention is given to parallel algorithms for detecting

strongly connected components. Next, we start with a simple but inefficient

algorithm for detecting strongly connected components. This algorithm will

be transformed step-by-step into a more efficient algorithm. Finally, we will

present some test results and compare the efficiency of the resulting algorithm

to Tarjan’s algorithm.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

As of today, many pieces of complex softwarehave been produced. Often, much

effort is put into writing efficient algorithms. It is not uncommon that simplicity

and readability are sacrificed in order to increase performance. Although this

may be needed sometimes, this situation is far from ideal. Hand-optimized algo-

rithms are generally hard to understand and all clever tricks employed obscure

the fundamental workings of the algorithm. Ideally, software should be written

such that the problem is unambiguously defined and the real implementation

should be generated by a compiler. Such a compiler should be able to translate

concise, formal descriptions into efficient implementations. Advantages are that

the source code remains small, simple and correct.

For many problems, efficient algorithms have been written. In [13], R. Tarjan

calls for the need of a language that is both easy to understand and efficient to

execute. In order to achieve this, a compiler must be able to derive alternatives

that are more complex, but yield lower execution times. This process involves

generating alternative code and selection of appropriate data structures. In [7],

R. Paige writes about their achievements in transformational methodology. He

also mentions the use of simple rules to derive faster implementations. The
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 5

main contribution he and his group made is about finite differencing applied to

computable expressions, which will be treated shortly.

In this thesis, the main focus will be on derivation of an efficient algorithm for

detecting strongly connected components from a high-level, intuitive specifica-

tion. In order to get a better understanding of the problem domain, some basic

graph theory is given. Two existing algorithms for identifying strongly con-

nected components are reviewed in order to get a tighter grip on the subject.

Chapter 4 shows and explains the derivation of an algorithm that computes

the strongly connected components of a graph from a high-level specification.

Finally, the entire derivation chain is reviewed and some questions for future

research are posed.



Chapter 2

Preliminaries

In order to specify algorithms, some notation is needed. In this chapter some

basics of graph theory are presented. A lot of material covered here is not

strictly necessary to understand the later chapters. It is however practical to

introduce it, as many transformational steps can be linked to graph theoretic

concepts. A compiler might not need this knowledge, but for the human reader

it can be a great aid in understanding the structure of the code generated by a

transformation. Another section treats the concept of finite differencing.

2.1 Graph Theory

A set of nodes V together with a set of edges E is called a graph. Edges can

either be directed or undirected. If the edges of a graph are undirected, a graph

is called an undirected graph, otherwise it is referred to as a directed graph,

often abbreviated as digraph, Instead of nodes, the term vertices is often used.

Another term used for directed edges is arcs. Figure 2.1 shows an example of a

digraph.

Definition 2.1 An undirected graph is a graph with a set nodes V and a set of
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CHAPTER 2. PRELIMINARIES 7
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Figure 2.1: Example digraph

undirected edges E ⊆ {{a, b} | a, b ∈ V ∧ a 6= b}.

Definition 2.2 A digraph G is a graph with a set nodes V and a set directed

edges E ⊆ V × V .

Note that any undirected graph can be represented by a digraph, just by replac-

ing any undirected edge that connects two nodes a and b by two directed edges

(a, b) and (b, a). From this point on, when a graph is mentioned, it always will

be a digraph, as all algorithms in this thesis operate on digraphs.

Consider a graph G = (V, E). If there exists a sequence of edges

((v0, v1), (v1, v2), . . . , (vk1
, vk),

where each edge is in E, then there exists a path from v0 to vk which is denoted

by v0
∗
−→ vk. v

∗
−→ v always holds, as v can be reached from v by a path of length

zero. If two nodes v0 and vk are connected via a path with length greater than

zero, v0
+
−→ vk holds as well. More formally:

Definition 2.3 v0
∗
−→ vk iff there exists a path from v0 to vk.

Definition 2.4 v0
+
−→ vk iff there exists a path from v0 to vk with length greater

than zero.

Example In Figure 2.1, the sequence ((1, 2), (2, 3), (3, 7)) defines a path. There-

fore, 1
∗
−→ 7 holds. This path has length 3, therefore 1

+
−→ 7 holds as well.

Definition 2.5 A cycle is a path with length greater than zero where the first

node and the last node are the same.
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Definition 2.6 v
+
−→ v iff there is a cycle containing v.

Example In Figure 2.1, the sequence ((3, 4), (4, 5), (5, 3)) (3
+
−→ 3 holds) de-

fines a path of length greater than zero. The starting point and end point are

identical, and therefore this sequence is a cycle.

Definition 2.7 Let G = (V, E) be a graph. The transitive closure of this graph

G is a graph G+ = (V, E+) such that E+ contains an edge (a, b) if a
+
−→ b.

Definition 2.8 Let G = (V, E) be a graph. The reflexive transitive closure of

this graph G is a graph G∗ = (V, E∗) such that E∗ contains an edge (a, b) if

a
∗
−→ b.

Example In Figure 2.1, 1
∗
−→ 1 holds, but 1

+
−→ 1 does not hold. Therefore

the edge (1, 1) is in the reflexive transitive closure of graph G, but not in the

transitive closure of graph G.

Note that from this point on, the term transitive closure is used for reflexive

transitive closure.

Definition 2.9 Two nodes a and b are strongly connected iff a
∗
−→ b and b

∗
−→ a

holds.

Definition 2.10 Let G = (V, E) be a graph. C is a strongly connected com-

ponent (SCC) of G if C is a maximal subgraph of G in which all nodes are

reachable from each other (that is, for all nodes v, w ∈ C, v
∗
−→ w and w

∗
−→ v

holds). Maximal means that adding any other node will break the mutual reach-

ability property.

Lemma 2.11 If G = (V, E) is a graph, then there exists a unique partition

C = {C1, . . . , Cn}, where Ci is the ith SCC of G.

Proof In order to prove that a partition of G exists in its SCCs it must proved

that every node is only member of exactly one SCC. Every node must at least

be member of one component, as v
∗
−→ v holds for every node v. It only need to

be proved now that there exists no node v such that v is member of more than
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Figure 2.2: Condensed graph with nodes representing SCCs

one SCC. Assume such a node v does exist. Let C1 and C2 be two different

components that contain v. Consider the arbitrary nodes v1 ∈ C1 and v2 ∈ C2.

Then v1
∗
−→ v, v

∗
−→ v2, v2

∗
−→ v and v

∗
−→ v1 hold, and therefore v1 and v2 are in

the same SCC. This is a contradiction. Therefore any node v belongs exactly

to one SCC.

Let us consider two partitions of the same graph in SCCs, C = {C1, . . . , Cn}

and C′ = {C′
1, . . . , C

′
m}. Let Ci ∈ C be an arbitrary element from C. Let

v ∈ Ci be an arbitrary node from SCC Ci. As C′ is a partition in SCCs as well,

there must exist a C′
j ∈ C′, such that v ∈ C′

j . Then Ci = C′
j , as both sets share

the same definition, that is, they both contain nodes that are reachable from v

and can reach v themselves. Therefore, a 1 − 1 mapping from C to C′ exists,

making C unique.

Example Consider the graph in Figure 2.1. The SCCs of this graph are

C1 = {1}, C2 = {2}, C3 = {3, 4, 5} and C4 = {6, 7, 8}. Note that these com-

ponents are a partition of the nodes of the graph under consideration. The

resulting condensed graph, the graph where nodes belonging to the same SCC

are collapsed into a single node, is shown in Figure 2.1. Also note that this

graph is acyclic. This is always the case for a graph whose nodes represent

SCCs (See Lemma 2.14).

Definition 2.12 The condensed graph Gc of a graph G is defined by Gc =

(Vc, Ec), where Vc = {C(v)|v ∈ V } and

Ec = {(C(v), C(w)|(v, w) ∈ E, C(v) 6= C(w)}. C is a function that maps a node

to its corresponding SCC.
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Definition 2.13 A directed acyclic graph (DAG) is a directed graph that does

not contain cycles.

Lemma 2.14 A condensed graph is a directed acyclic graph.

Proof Assume there exists a condensed graph with a cycle. Let v and w be

two nodes on that cycle. Then, v
∗
−→ w and w

∗
−→ v hold. Therefore, v and w are

in the same SCC and the graph under consideration is not a condensed graph.

This is a contradiction. Therefore, any condensed graph is acyclic.

Definition 2.15 In a DAG, a node without outgoing edges is called a sink node.

Likewise, a node without incoming edges is called a source node. A SCC that has

no outgoing edges in the condensed graph is called a source strongly connected

component. A SCC that has no incoming edges in the condensed graph is called

a sink strongly connected component.

Definition 2.16 Let G = (V, E) be a graph. Then the reversed graph G−1,

which is graph G with the direction of the edges reversed, is given by

G−1 = (V, E−1), where E−1 = {(a, b)|(b, a) ∈ E}.

Definition 2.17 Let v be a node from a graph. Then v∗ denotes the set of

nodes reachable from v which is the set of target nodes of v in the transitive

closure of the graph. This is also called the successor set of v. v− denotes the

set of nodes from which v can be reached, which is the set of nodes reachable

from v in the reversed graph. This is also called the predecessor set of v.

Lemma 2.18 Let G = (V, E) be a graph. For each node v, the SCC that it

belongs to is defined by Cv = v∗ ∩ v−.

Proof First it must be proved that all elements in the set Cv are in the same

SCC as v. For all w ∈ v∗, v
∗
−→ w holds. For all w ∈ v−, w

∗
−→ v holds. Therefore,

for all w ∈ v∗ ∩ v−, v
∗
−→ w and w

∗
−→ v holds. Every w ∈ v∗ ∩ v− is thus in the

same SCC as v.

Next, it must be proved that this set defines a complete SCC. Assume that there
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exists a node x that is not in Cv but belongs to the same SCC. Then, v
∗
−→ x

and x
∗
−→ v must hold. But then x ∈ v∗∩v−. This is a contradiction. Therefore,

the set Cv defines the complete SCC that v belongs to.

Lemma 2.19 Two nodes v and w are in the same SCC iff v∗ = w∗.

Proof →) Assume v and w are in the same SCC. Because v
∗
−→ w holds, w∗ ⊆

v∗. (Everything that is reachable from w is reachable from v because w is

reachable from v.) Because w
∗
−→ v holds, w∗ ⊇ v∗. From w∗ ⊆ v∗ and w∗ ⊇ v∗

it follows that v∗ = w∗.

(←) Assume v∗ = w∗ holds. Then (v
∗
−→ w and w

∗
−→ v hold. Because w is

reachable from v, w− = w− ∪ v−. Also, v is reachable from w, and therefore

v− = w−∪v− holds as well. As a direct consequence, v− = w− holds. The SCCs

Cv and Cw can now be expressed as Cv = v∗ ∩ v− and Cw = w∗ ∩w−. Because

v∗ = w∗ and v− = w− hold, this can be rewritten as Cv = Cw = v∗ ∩ v−.

Therefore v and w are in the same SCC.

Lemma 2.20 For any graph G, G and its reversed graph G−1 have the same

SCCs.

Proof All possible paths in G can be followed in G−1 as well, only in reverse

order. Therefore, nodes that are mutually reachable in G, remain mutually

reachable in G−1 and nodes that are not mutually reachable in G are not mu-

tually reachable in G−1.

Lemma 2.21 Let G = (V, E) be a graph. For any two nodes v and w, v ∈ w∗

and w ∈ v∗ iff v and w are in the same SCC.

Proof (→) Because w ∈ v∗, v
∗
−→ w holds. Likewise, because v ∈ w∗, w

∗
−→ v

holds. This exactly defines mutual reachability. Therefore v and w are in the

same SCC.

(←) v and w are in the same SCC. Therefore, they are mutually reachable.

v
∗
−→ w implies w ∈ v∗ and w

∗
−→ v implies v ∈ w∗.
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Lemma 2.22 Let G = (V, E) be a graph. For any two nodes v and w, v ∈ w−

iff v− ⊆ w−.

Proof (→) v ∈ w− holds. So v
∗
−→ w holds. Also, ∀x(x ∈ v− → x

∗
−→ v) holds.

By transitivity, ∀x(x ∈ v− → x
∗
−→ w) holds as well. Therefore, v− ⊆ w− is

true.

(←) v− ⊆ w− is true. Specifically, v ∈ v− and therefore v ∈ w−.

procedure dfs(v: node)1

begin2

S = S ∪ {v}3

precount = precount + 14

prenum[v] = precount5

forall (v, w) ∈ E do6

if w /∈ S then7

dfs(w)8

end9

end10

postcount = postcount + 111

postnum[v] = postcount12

end13

/* Main procedure */

begin14

/* S keeps track of visited nodes */

S = ∅15

/* Counters to keep track of preorder and postorder

numbering */

precount = 016

postcount = 017

forall v ∈ V do18

if v /∈ S then19

dfs(v)20

end21

end22

end23

Algorithm 1: Depth-First Search

Graphs often need to be searched. There exist many different ways though to

do this. One of the most common search methods is the depth-first search DFS.

The algorithm for a DFS is given by Algorithm 1. If a graph is explored using

DFS starting at a node v, an edge (v, w) is chosen, where w can be any child

node of v. The next edge is chosen from w. This continues until all outgoing
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edges of a node have been traversed or an already visited node is encountered.

In short, a DFS always tries to expand the path followed so far until it cannot

proceed any further. In that case, it backtracks until there is a new branch to

an unvisited node.

During the graph traversal, nodes can be numbered in the order they are vis-

ited. Two different numberings exists, namely the preorder numbering and the

postorder numbering. In the preorder numbering, the next ordinal number is

assigned as soon as a node is encountered. In the postorder numbering, the

next ordinal number is assigned after all children of a node have been visited.

Another term often used for postorder number is completion number. These

completion numbers will turn out to be an important property later in this

thesis.

2.2 Finite Differencing

A very interesting method to optimize high-level code into faster lower-level

code is the application of finite differencing of computable expressions, which is

presented in [8]. The basics of this method will be covered based on examples

taken from [8].

Finite differencing is a method that has been used in mathematics to evaluate

function values by using difference polynomials. The first difference polynomial

is given by

p1(x) = p(x + h)− p(x)

If a function is a polynomial of degree n, the nth-degree difference polynomial is

a constant. By only evaluating p(x), p1(x), . . . , pn(x), these values can be used

to calculate the rest of the values p(x + h), p(x + 2h) and so on.

The easiest way to understand this method is by looking at an example. Ta-

ble 2.1 shows the method applied to the function p(x) = x3. The numbers that
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x x3 ∆ ∆2 ∆3 ∆4

0 0

1

1 1 6

7 6

2 8 12 0

19 6

3 27 18 0
37 6

4 64 24 0
61 6

5 125 30 0
91 6

6 216 36 0
127 6

7 343 42 0
169 6

8 512 48 0
217 6

9 729 54
271

10 1000

Table 2.1: Finite differencing applied to p(x) = x3

are shown in boldface are numbers that have been explicitly calculated. The

last column contains a zero. Knowing that this is a polynomial of degree 3, this

entire column must be zero. Now the rest of the table can be filled in from right

to left by using the rule

pi−1(x + h) = pi−1(x) + pi(x).

This finite differencing method can be beneficial if evaluating derivatives is

cheaper than evaluating the function itself. In [8], finite differencing is applied to

computable expressions. Simply put, finite differencing on computable expres-

sions looks at expressions and how they change if one of their variables changes.

This is analogous to computing the change to p(x + h) when h changes, which

is what is actually done in the example above. When programming, statements

that concisely describe their contents are often easy to understand and easy to
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proof. But reevaluating such an expression over and over again can be a very

expensive operation. This is where finite differencing becomes useful. By find-

ing the initial value of an expression and updating the result of the expression

incrementally, the same result is achieved. This is actually how efficient algo-

rithms are often organized. Instead of recomputing results over and over again,

results are constantly updated, which makes the code more efficient, but harder

to understand. Ideally, steps in generating algorithms that perform incremental

computations instead of complete evaluation of expressions should be taken by

a compiler and not by a programmer.

A simple example illustrates best how finite differencing can be applied. This

example is taken from [8]. It is presented here in a shorter form, because the

focus here is on the concept, not on all the underlying theory. The following code

reads a sequence of integers and prints the even numbers from this sequence.

a := {}1

while eof = False do2

read(i)3

a := a ∪ {i}4

end5

print({x ∈ a|a mod 2 = 0})6

Algorithm 2: Algorithm printing even numbers from a sequence

The idea is to create a new variable that keeps track of the set

{x ∈ a|a mod 2 = 0}) incrementally. The variable E is used to keep track of

this set. This leads to the algorithm shown in Algorithm 3. This code does

∂E < a := {} >1

a := {}2

while eof = False do3

read(i)4

∂E < a := a ∪ {i} >5

a := a ∪ {i}6

end7

print({x ∈ a|a mod 2 = 0})8

Algorithm 3: Introducing the differentially computed variable E

not change anything yet, as only redundant code is inserted but eventually it
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will provide a more efficient alternative. We will not go into depth on how to

evaluate the differential computations of E. [8] provides some basic derivation

rules, but for the sake of simplicity an intuitive approach is used here instead

of a formal one. It is obvious that if the statement a := {} is executed, E := {}

must be executed as well. The other derivative is with respect to the statement

a := a ∪ {i}. Checking whether this is an even number and adding i to the set

E preserves the definition of E. In [8], Paige and Koenig state the following:

By using a partial-correctness inference system similar to Hoare’s [4]

and based on Gerhart [3] and Schwartz [10], assertions can be prop-

agated throughout Algorithm 4 and eliminate redundant achieve

statements.

E := {}1

a := {}2

assert E := {x ∈ a|a mod 2 = 0}3

while eof = False do4

read(i)5

achieve E := {x ∈ a|a mod 2 = 0}6

if i mod 2 = 0 then7

E := E ∪ {i}8

end9

a := a ∪ {i}10

assert E := {x ∈ a|a mod 2 = 0}11

end12

print({x ∈ a|a mod 2 = 0})13

Algorithm 4: Algorithm that incrementally computes result

Note that the achieve statement informs the compiler which expression must be

computed incrementally. The step of propagating assertions is ommitted in this

example, as the places where they hold are quite obvious. Now the expression

that is the argument of the print function can be replaced by E. This leads to

code where many other statements become redundant. The final result is shown

in Algorithm 5.

The technique of finite differencing is just briefly introduced in this thesis. For

a more thorough treament of this subject we refer to [8].
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E := {}1

while eof = False do2

read(i)3

if i mod 2 = 0 then4

E := E ∪ {i}5

end6

end7

print(E);8

Algorithm 5: Final result after replacing the function argument of print by
E and dead code elimination



Chapter 3

Finding Strongly

Connected Components in

Directed Graphs

The concept of strongly connected components is rather simple: find maximal

subsets of nodes that are mutually reachable. Lemma 2.18 (the SCC that a

node v belongs to is defined by v∗ ∩ v−) suggests a very simple algorithm to

calculate the SCCs of a graph G: This procedure is quite easy to understand,

Pick an arbitrary node v from G1

Calculate v∗ and v−2

Output SCC v∗ ∩ v−3

Remove the found SCC from G4

Repeat until no nodes are left5

Algorithm 6: Intuitive algorithm calculating SCCs

but it is very inefficient as well. Therefore, other algorithms have been devised,

which find SCCs in linear time. We will treat several different algorithms here.

First Kosaraju-Sharir’s algorithm [11] will be discussed, which is an algorithm

that is conceptually the easiest to grasp. Then we will move on to Tarjan’s

18
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algorithm [12], which is even more efficient, but unfortunately not very easy to

understand. Finally, some practical issues regarding the detection of SCCs are

discussed and other work in this field is discussed. This is mainly about finding

SCCs is parallel.

3.1 Kosaraju-Sharir’s Algorithm

As we have seen in Chapter 2, any condensed graph is a directed acyclic graph

(DAG). This also means that there must be at least one node in this graph that

has no outgoing edges. This is quite easy to see, because if this would not be the

case, we could always follow an outgoing edge from a node. If a graph contains

n nodes and every node has at least one outgoing edge, then the longest path

we can potentially find without revisiting a node is n − 1 edges long. Then,

choosing another edge necessarily visits a node that has already been visited

before (the pigeonhole principle, one cannot put n pigeons into n − 1 distinct

pigeonholes). This would break the graph’s property of being acyclic. The same

holds for incoming edges. At least one node does not have an incoming edge.

This is easy to see, as it corresponds to the reversed graph having at least one

node with no outgoing edges.

The general idea behind Kosaraju-Sharir’s algorithm is the following:

1. Find a node v that is in a source SCC.

2. Perform DFS on G−1 starting from v.

3. When the search cannot proceed any further, explored nodes are in the

same SCC.

4. Remove SCC found from G−1.

5. Repeat until G−1 is empty.

Finding a node that is in a source SCC turns out to be possible in linear time.
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For now, we take this for granted, we will get back to this later. Figure 3.1 shows

what happens if this algorithm is applied to a graph. Every node is labeled with

its node number and its completion number (between parentheses). The first

graph is the original graph. The other graphs are the reverse graph. Black

nodes indicate nodes whose associated SCC have already been determined and

thus have been removed from the graph. The node with the highest completion

number has a double border, and all nodes that can be reached from that node

are made grey. As the node with the highest completion number corresponds

to a sink SCC in the reverse graph, a DFS (in this case a BFS does the job as

well) gets stuck exactly when all nodes belonging to this SCC have been visited.

Lemma 3.1 A DFS started in a sink SCC will exactly visit the entire SCC.

Proof Let v be a node in a sink SCC. A DFS starting at v will exactly find

v∗. By definition, any node of a SCC has to be in v∗. But also, any node that

is in v∗ has to be in the SCC, because we cannot leave a sink SCC in forward

direction.

The only remaining question is how to identify a node belonging to a sink

SCC. Another strategy is to identify a node belonging to a source SCC. For

finding SCCs this option is just as good, as a source SCC is a sink SCC in the

reverse graph. And the SCCs of a graph and its reverse graph are the same

(see Lemma 2.20). This is where the completion numbers come into play. The

completion numbers require one DFS, and are therefore computable in linear

time. In [6], a formal definition of the properties of nodes and their completion

numbers is given. Lemma 3.2 is taken from this book, but a correction is

included here along with some extra clarification.

Lemma 3.2 Let Ci = (Vi, Ei), 1 ≤ i ≤ k, be the SCCs of G = (V, E), n = |V |,

and let ri be the node with largest completion number in Ci. Let us also assume

that compnum[r1] < compnum[r2] < · · · < compnum[rk]. Then the following

properties hold:
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Figure 3.1: Finding SCCs in a directed graph
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1. compnum[rk] = n

2. If v
∗
−→
E

ri then v ∈
⋃

j≥i Vj

3. If ri
∗
−−−→
E−1

v then v ∈
⋃

j≥i Vj

4. ri
∗
−−−→
E−1

v for all v ∈ Vi

Proof 1) The node with completion number n belongs to some SCC.

2) Let v ∈ Vj and v
∗
−→
E

ri. Then rj
∗
−→
E

ri and hence dfs(ri) is started before

dfs(rj) is completed. Thus, either compnum[ri] ≤ compnum[rj ] and hence

i ≤ j by assumption or call dfs(rj) is nested within call dfs(ri) and hence

ri
∗
−→
E

rj and hence i = j. (This last statement actually is incorrect. If i = j,

then dfs(rj) cannot be nested within call dfs(ri) as they both refer to the same

function call.)

This proof is not trivial. It is easier to understand it if the following cases are

considered.

1. ri = rj . Then i = j, making 2) true.

2. ri 6= rj and dfs(rj) is called first. Because rj
∗
−→
E

ri holds, dfs(ri) is

nested within dfs(rj) and dfs(ri) will complete before dfs(rj), making

compnum[ri] < compnum[rj] and hence i < j by assumption.

3. ri 6= rj and dfs(ri) is called first. Because i 6= j, ri and rj are in distinct

SCCs. As rj
∗
−→
E

ri holds, ri
∗
−→
E

rj cannot hold. Therefore, dfs(rj)

can never be nested in the call dfs(ri). As a result, dfs(ri) completes

before dfs(rj), making compnum[ri] < compnum[rj ] and hence i < j by

assumption.

3) Follows immediately from part 2) and the observation that v
∗
−→
E

ri iff

ri
∗
−−−→
E−1

v.

4) Let v ∈ Vi. Then v
∗
−→
E

ri and the claim follows.

If a DFS is started at rk in the reverse graph, we know from Lemma 3.2, part 3
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Simple algorithm Kosaraju-Sharir’s Algorithm
1. Pick an arbitrary node from G Pick node with highest completion number
2. Calculate v∗ and v− Calculate v∗ with respect to G−1

3. Output SCC v∗ ∩ v− Output SCC v∗

4. Remove the found SCC from G Remove the found SCC from G−1

5. Repeat until no nodes are left Repeat until no nodes are left

Table 3.1: Comparison of a straightforward algorithm and Kosaraju-Sharir’s
Algorithm

if v is in r∗k then v ∈ Vk. So every node that is reachable in the reverse graph

from rk is in SCC Vk. Furthermore, every node that is in SCC Vk is reachable

from rk. Next, a DFS from rk−1 can be started (nodes from the found SCCs so

far should not be revisited), which finds the next SCC.

In Table 3.1 Algorithm 6 is compared to Kosaraju-Sharir’s algorithm. It is

interesting to see that actually these two algorithms do not differ that much.

Apparently, choosing the node with the highest completion number instead of

an arbitrary node leads to a faster algorithm. Now the question rises if it is

possible to let a compiler automatically transform the intuitive algorithm into

Kosaraju-Sharir’s algorithm.

3.2 Tarjan’s Algorithm

Kosaraju-Sharir’s algorithm needs two DFS passes, one to assign completion

numbers and one on the reverse graph to find the SCCs. Computing the reverse

graph does not come for free as well. All these steps take linear time, but it

would be nice to achieve the same results with less effort. Tarjan proposed an

algorithm in [12] which computes SCCs in linear time by using only one DFS

on a graph.

An important notion is that a SCC always contains a cycle, because if two nodes

v and w are in the same SCC, v
∗
−→ w and w

∗
−→ v hold, thus forming a cycle.

This is pretty obvious, but nevertheless a very important property. Together
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with the property that the condensed graph is a DAG, this suggests another

simple algorithm to find SCCs. This algorithm is given by Algorithm 7.

Input: Graph G = (V, E)
Output: Graph Gc = (Vc, Ec), the condensed graph of G

Vc := {{v} : v ∈ V }1

Ec := {({v}, {w}) : (v, w) ∈ E}2

Gc := (Vc, Ec)3

while has cycle(Gc) = true do4

C := find cycle(Gc)5

Vc := Vc − C ∪
⋃

x∈C x6

Ec := {(v, w) : v, w ∈ Vc, v 6= w|∃(x, y) ∈ Ec|x ⊆ v, y ⊆ w}7

Gc := (Vc, Ec)8

end9

Algorithm 7: Intuitive algorithm calculating SCCs

Lemma 3.3 After execution of Algorithm 7, Vc contains nodes that define the

SCCs of G.

Proof After execution of Algorithm 7, Gc is a DAG. Furthermore, if C ∈ Vc,

v, w ∈ C then v
∗
−→ w and w

∗
−→ v hold in graph G and v and w belong to the

same SCC. Also, if v, w ∈ V belong to the same SCC then they will end up in

the same node in Gc. Assume that nodes v, w ∈ V exist that belong to the same

SCC, but that end up in two different nodes in Gc, namely C1 and C2. Then,

C1
∗
−→ C2 and C2

∗
−→ C1 would hold in Gc. But then Gc is not a DAG. This is

a contradiction. Therefore, every node C ∈ Vc contains the nodes belonging to

exactly one SCC.

Tarjan’s algorithm does roughly the same as Algorithm 7, only in a more subtle

way. It discovers cycles and because it uses DFS, some important properties

can be proved which ensure that edges are only traversed once. The complete

algorithm is shown in Algorithm 8. It is taken from [6]. A complete proof of

this algorithm is given there as well. Here we will try to develop an intuitive

feeling about how Tarjan’s algorithm works by executing the algorithm on an

example graph. This graph is shown in Figure 3.3.
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Input: Graph G = (V, E)
Output: SCCs of Graph G

procedure dfs(v : node)1

begin2

count1 := count1 + 13

dfsnum[v] := count14

S := S ∪ v5

push v onto unfinished6

in unfinished[v] := true7

push v onto roots8

forall w with (v, w) ∈ E do9

if w /∈ S then10

dfs(w)11

else12

if in unfinished[w] then13

while dfsnum[top(roots)] > dfsnum[w] do14

pop(roots)15

end16

end17

end18

end19

if v = top(roots) then20

repeat21

w := pop(unfinished)22

in unfinished[w] := false23

until v = w24

pop(roots)25

end26

end27

/* Main function */

begin28

unfinished := roots := empty stack29

S := ∅30

count1 := 031

forall v ∈ V do32

in unfinished[v] := false33

end34

forall v ∈ V do35

if v /∈ S then36

dfs(v)37

end38

end39

end40

Algorithm 8: Tarjan’s Algorithm for Computing SCCs
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dfs(1)

| dfs(2) - edge (1,2)

| | dfs(3) - edge (2,3)

| | | dfs(4) - edge (3,4)

| | | | dfs(5) - edge (4,5)

| | | | | (3 already visited) - edge (5,3)

| | | | | dfs(6) - edge (5,6)

| | | | | | dfs(8) - edge (6,8)

| | | | | | | (6 already visited) - edge (8,6)

| | | | | | dfs(7) - edge (6,7)

| | | | | | | (6 already visited) - edge (7,6)

| | | (7 already visited) - edge (3,7)

| (3 already visited) - edge (1,3)

Figure 3.2: Calls to dfs when Tarjan’s algorithm is applied to the graph from
Figure 3.3

1

2

3

4

7

5 6 8

Figure 3.3: Example graph with 3 SCCs

Let us assume that the edges are traversed in the following depth-first order:

(1, 2), (2, 3), (3, 4), (4, 5), (5, 3), (5, 6), (6, 8), (8, 6), (6, 7), (7, 6), (3, 7), (1, 3). The

corresponding call trace of calls to dfs is shown in Figure 3.2. It also shows

all edges that cause these calls and indicates when an edge does not result into

a call to dfs, as an other call to dfs with this target node has been made.

Traversal of the first few edges until we end up in node 5 is not very exciting.

1* (1)

2* (2)

3* (3)

4* (4)

7

5* (5) 6 8

Figure 3.4: State after visiting edge (4, 5)
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1* (1)

2* (2)

{3*,4,5} (3)

7 6 8

Figure 3.5: State after visiting edge (5, 3)

1* (1)

2* (2)

{3*,4,5} (3)

7 6* (6) 8* (7)

Figure 3.6: State after visiting edge (6, 8)

1* (1)

2* (2)

{3*,4,5} (3)

7 {6*,8} (6)

Figure 3.7: State after visiting edge (8, 6)

1* (1)

2* (2)

{3*,4,5} (3)

7* (8) {6*,8} (6)

Figure 3.8: State after visiting edge (6, 7)

1* (1)

2* (2)

{3*,4,5} (3) {6*,7,8} (6)

Figure 3.9: State after visiting edge (7, 6)
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Each node visited is assigned a preorder number and is pushed onto the stacks

roots and unfinished. Their contents are as follows now (in unfinished, nodes

that appear in roots as well are marked with a ∗):

roots = (1, 2, 3, 4, 5)

unfinished = (1∗, 2∗, 3∗, 4∗, 5∗)

A few things can be said. Up to now, all nodes visited form a path. This path

is stored on both stacks at this time. Any node on this path can reach the node

stored on top, namely 5. Now we traverse edge (5, 3). Node 3 has already been

visited before. We also know that node 3 is on the current path we are exploring.

This property is being stored in the array in unfinished, which tracks whether

a node is on the path we are currently exploring. We will consider this property

in more detail later on. Anyway, visiting node 3 again creates a cycle in the

graph that we have explored so far. By popping nodes off the stack roots until

we find node 3, we pop off the entire cycle except for node 3. Now the stacks

roots and unfinished are not the same anymore. The stacks look as follows

now:

roots = (1, 2, 3)

unfinished = (1∗, 2∗, 3∗, 4, 5)

This leads to the following observation: If a node in unfinished is also in roots,

then all nodes on the right up to the next node that appears in roots belong to

the same SCC.

Next, we traverse (5, 6), (6, 8). Again, not much is happening. The current path

we are exploring is extended with two nodes, which are SCCs consisting of one

node each, namely themselves. The two stacks look as follows now:

roots = (1, 2, 3, 6, 8)

unfinished = (1∗, 2∗, 3∗, 4, 5, 6∗, 8∗)

The next edge traversed is (8, 6), which visits a node that has already been

visited. This node is still unfinished as well, and therefore we can collapse this
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cycle, which results in the following stacks:

roots = (1, 2, 3, 6)

unfinished = (1∗, 2∗, 3∗, 4, 5, 6∗, 8)

The edges (6, 7) and (7, 6) are visited next, forming another cycle. Again, this

cycle is collapsed, leaving the stacks in the following state: roots = (1, 2, 3, 6)

unfinished = (1∗, 2∗, 3∗, 4, 5, 6∗, 8, 7)

The next edge (3, 7) is different. Before this edge is traversed, the calls dfs(8),

dfs(7), dfs(6) and dfs(5) are completed first. This can be seen in Figure 3.2.

Looking at Algorithm 8, we see at line 19 that a check is made if the node

on which dfs was called is on top of the stack roots. If so, we pop nodes off

unfinished until we find the root node we are looking for on top of unfinished.

This node is popped off as well. Also, the top element of roots is popped off.

As stated above, in unfinished a root node and all nodes on top of it are in

the same SCC. Therefore we have exactly popped off an entire SCC. Note that

no node could ever be added to this SCC anymore. This is not too hard to see,

as whenever we reach a node belonging to this SCC again by dfs, there is no

edge out of this SCC anymore, as all edges out of this SCC have been explored

already. Therefore, a cycle containing any element from this SCC will never be

found anymore.

dfs(8) and dfs(6) do not find their node on top of roots. dfs(6) does and all

nodes that appear on top of 6 on the stack unfinished are popped off and they

define the SCC {6, 7, 8}. Next, the calls dfs(5) and dfs(4) are completed as

well. This results in the following stacks:

roots = (1, 2, 3)

unfinished = (1∗, 2∗, 3∗, 4, 5)

Now, the edge (3, 7) is traversed, which ends up in a node which already has

been visited, namely node 7. In addition, node 7 is not on the stack unfinished.

Therefore, its SCC must have been determined before and therefore it will not
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change anymore. Therefore, nothing should be done for this node anymore.

Next, dfs(3) is being completed. Node 3 is on top of the stack roots and therefore

another SCC is popped off from the stack unfinished. This results in another

SCC, namely {3, 4, 5}. The stacks contain the following now:

roots = (1, 2)

unfinished = (1∗, 2∗)

Likewise, dfs(2) is finished now, which is a SCC as well. Next, (1, 3) is ex-

plored, ending up in a node whose SCC is already determined. At last, dfs(1)

is completed, which is a SCC itself.

Summarizing, Tarjan’s algorithm works because the following invariants hold,

which are described in [6].

• There are no edges (x, y) with x belonging to a completed component and

y belonging to an uncompleted component. That is because for any node

in a completed SCC, the call to dfs is completed and all outgoing edges

have been traversed already.

• The uncompleted components form a path and we are currently exploring

edges out of the last component of this path. This component is identified

by the top element from the stack roots.

• The nodes of each uncompleted SCC form a contiguous subsequence of

the sequence unfinished. And whenever a node which is the top of roots

is finished, all nodes on top of this root in unfinished are in one SCC

that will not change anymore.
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3.3 Finding Strongly Connected Components in

Parallel

The algorithms described above are quite elegant and efficient. They are how-

ever not always practical, as they are sequential algorithms. Ideally, these al-

gorithms should be parallelized. But unfortunately, both algorithms are based

on DFS, which seems impossible to parallelize [9]. Knowing this, it is better to

look at approaches that avoid DFS.

In order to discover potential parallelization opportunities, let us repeat

Lemma 2.18:

Let G = (V, E) be a graph. For each node v, the SCC that it belongs

to is defined by Cv = v∗ ∩ v−.

Of course, this also implies for any node w ∈ Cv that Cv = w∗ ∩ w− holds

as well. We also observe that Cv ⊆ v∗ and Cv ⊆ v− hold. This also means

that given any node x, that there does not exists any SCC C such that C 6⊆ x∗

C 6⊆ V − x∗, that is, any SCC is either completely contained within x∗ or

completely contained in its complement V −x∗. The same holds for x− as well.

In [14], such sets are referred to as SCC-closed sets. They list the following sets

as being SCC-closed:

• Forward sets and backward sets. That is, v∗ and v− are SCC-closed, for

any node v ∈ V . This is easy to see: for all w ∈ v∗, w∗ ⊆ v∗ holds. By

Lemma 2.18, Cw = w∗ ∩ w− and therefore Cw ⊆ w∗ ⊆ v∗.

• The difference for any two backward sets (and likewise the difference for

any two forward sets). That is, for any v, w ∈ V , v− −w− is SCC-closed.

This suggests a divide-and-conquer approach for finding SCCs. In [14] such an

approach is presented. They pick a random node, determine its backward set

and recursively compute SCCs on the backward set and its complement. In
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principle, any partition into sets which are SCC-closed works. In [2], a SCC

detection algorithm is used in a heat transport simulation algorithm. They use

a slightly different partition. This algorithm is shown in Algorithm 9. In [5],

procedure scc(V, E)1

begin2

if V = ∅ then3

return;4

end5

Pick an arbitrary node v from V6

Calculate v∗ and v−7

Output SCC C := v∗ ∩ v−8

V1 := v∗ − C9

V2 := v− − C10

V3 := V − (V1 ∪ V2)11

scc(V1, E)12

scc(V2, E)13

scc(V3, E)14

end15

Algorithm 9: Parallel algorithm detecting SCCs

McLendon et al. improve on this algorithm by trimming all nodes that are not

on a cycle or a descendant of a cycle. This is done on both the normal graph

and the reverse graph. They discard these nodes, but they could be regarded

as SCCs consisting of a single node as well.



Chapter 4

A Stepwise Derived

Solution

All algorithms for SCC detection described in previous chapters might be ef-

ficient, elegant or whatever positive qualification one can think of, but they

share a common problem: they are not easily understood. And moreover, each

problem might need a different implementation, tailored to the problem under

consideration. All this extra effort obscures what the algorithm is all about:

finding SCCs. Why not have a compiler make those decisions?

This is exactly what will be investigated here. How can a simple specification

of the problem be written, namely finding SCCs, and let a compiler transform

this into an efficient implementation.

4.1 Derivation of a More Efficient Algorithm

We consider an algorithm that computes SCC. From Lemma 2.19, it is known

that two nodes v and w are in the same SCC iff v∗ = w∗ iff v− = w−. Algo-

33
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rithm 10 is based on this property. Its principle is very simple: Keep track of

the transitive closure in reverse (called the predecessor set) of every node while

edges are visited.

At first, every node can only be reached by itself. When an edge (a, b) is picked

from U , the set of unvisited edges, every node that can reach a can now reach

b as well. This is recorded in the statement b− := b− ∪ a−. In addition, the

predecessor sets of the successors of b should be updated as well as all nodes

from a− can reach those nodes as well.

The final while loop calculates the SCCs by picking an arbitrary node and

finding all nodes with an equivalent predecessor set. The set found is a SCC.

This SCC is stored, and then subtracted from the set of remaining nodes. This

process continues until all nodes have been put in a SCC.

Input: A graph G = (V, E)
forall v ∈ V do1

v− := {v}2

end3

U := E4

while U 6= ∅ do5

Pick an edge (a, b) ∈ U6

/* Update b− and all successors of b */

for i ∈ {x ∈ V |b ∈ x−} do7

i− := i− ∪ a−
8

end9

end10

V2 := V11

count := 112

while V2 6= ∅ do13

pick random v from V214

for w ∈ {x ∈ V |x− = v−} do15

SCC[count] := SCC[count] ∪ {w}16

end17

V2 := V2 − SCC[count]18

count := count + 119

end20

Algorithm 10: Basis algorithm calculating SCCs

In many compilers, dependencies between different loop iterations are identified
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and the code is optimized such that those dependencies are not violated. In

our code, there potentially exist interesting cases that depend on code that is

executed in previous iterations. This information is however not directly avail-

able at compile time, which suggests that such information should be tracked

at run time. We are going to track which predecessor sets have been used in an

assignment statement, both on the right-hand side and the left-hand side of the

assignment. In our example, these variables are put into set V ′.

Input: A graph G = (V, E)
forall v ∈ V do1

v− := {v}2

end3

U := E4

V ′ := ∅5

while U 6= ∅ do6

Pick an edge (a, b) ∈ U7

/* Update b− and all successors of b */

for i ∈ {x ∈ V |b ∈ x−} do8

i− := i− ∪ a−
9

V ′ := V ′ ∪ {i, a}10

end11

end12

V2 := V13

count := 114

while V2 6= ∅ do15

pick random v from V216

for w ∈ {x ∈ V |x− = v−} do17

SCC[count] := SCC[count] ∪ {w}18

end19

V2 := V2 − SCC[count]20

count := count + 121

end22

Algorithm 11: Keeping track of nodes that are part of an assignment state-
ment

Initially, for any predecessor set v− = {v} holds and V ′ is empty, as no node

has been part of an assignment statement yet. Therefore, at the start of a loop

iteration the following statements hold:

1. ∀v /∈ V ′(v− = {v})

2. ∀v /∈ V ′ 6 ∃w(v 6= w ∧ v ∈ w−)
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This suggests splitting the loop body in two separate cases, namely v ∈ V ′ and

v /∈ V ′. Splitting a loop into two different cases while preserving the same loop

body within these cases is always valid. But different properties may hold due

to the conditions implied by the condition of the if-statement. In our case this

is b’s membership of V ′. Splitting is done in Algorithm 12.

Input: A graph G = (V, E)
forall v ∈ V do1

v− := {v}2

end3

U := E4

V ′ := ∅5

while U 6= ∅ do6

Pick an edge (a, b) ∈ U7

if b ∈ V ′ then8

/* Update b− and all successors of b */

for i ∈ {x ∈ V |b ∈ x−} do9

i− := i− ∪ a−
10

V ′ := V ′ ∪ {i, a}11

end12

else13

/* Update b− and all successors of b */

for i ∈ {x ∈ V |b ∈ x−} do14

i− := i− ∪ a−
15

V ′ := V ′ ∪ {i, a}16

end17

end18

end19

V2 := V20

count := 121

while V2 6= ∅ do22

pick random v from V223

for w ∈ {x ∈ V |x− = v−} do24

SCC[count] := SCC[count] ∪ {w}25

end26

V2 := V2 − SCC[count]27

count := count + 128

end29

Algorithm 12: Splitting loop body by membership of V ′

If the branch v /∈ V ′ is taken, the iteration set of the for loop can be evaluated

at compile-time, as v /∈ V ′ →6 ∃w(v 6= w ∧ v ∈ w−). Therefore, the for loop in

this branch can be fully unrolled. This is shown in Algorithm 13.
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Input: A graph G = (V, E)
forall v ∈ V do1

v− := {v}2

end3

U := E4

V ′ := ∅5

while U 6= ∅ do6

Pick an edge (a, b) ∈ U7

if b ∈ V ′ then8

/* Update b− and all successors of b */

for i ∈ {x ∈ V |b ∈ x−} do9

i− := i− ∪ a−
10

V ′ := V ′ ∪ {i, a}11

end12

else13

/* Update b− and all successors of b */

/* ∀v /∈ V ′(v− = {v}) */

/* ∀v /∈ V ′ 6 ∃w(v 6= w ∧ v ∈ w−) */

/* By applying the second rule, it is known that no

x− exists that contains b, except for potentially

b− itself. By the first rule, b does qualify.

Therefore, the loop can be unrolled completely. */

b− := b− ∪ a−
14

V ′ := V ′ ∪ {b, a}15

end16

end17

V2 := V18

count := 119

while V2 6= ∅ do20

pick random v from V221

for w ∈ {x ∈ V |x− = v−} do22

SCC[count] := SCC[count] ∪ {w}23

end24

V2 := V2 − SCC[count]25

count := count + 126

end27

Algorithm 13: Unrolling for loop when b has never been on right hand side
of an assignment
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Another useful property of the for loop considered is that the order in which the

different iterations are executed is not important. Therefore, one is completely

free to split the iteration set into multiple disjoint sets. A compiler can use

the statement within the loop to determine how to split the loop. In our case,

it could detect that if i− ⊆ a− then i− := i− ∪ a− can be transformed to

i− := a−, because all elements of i− were already members of a−. Such an

optimization is desirable, as it eliminates the use of a union, which is more

expensive than a simple assignment. An assignment might even be implemented

by using references and copy-on-write, but such techniques are beyond the scope

of this text. In order to create this situation, the iteration set of the for loop

must be splitted in two cases, one in which all elements are subsets of a− and

one in which all elements are not subsets of a−. This is done in Algorithm 14.

Next, the union in the for loop where i− ⊆ a− holds can be transformed to

i− := a−. Algorithm 15 incorporates this change.

Let us have a closer look at the iteration sets. It is known that within this

if-branch b ∈ V ′ holds. Therefore, if b ∈ x−, then either x = b or x 6= b. In

the first case, x ∈ V ′. In the latter case, {b, x} ⊆ x− and therefore x ∈ V ′, as

if x /∈ V ′, it would violate the property ∀v /∈ V ′(v− = {v}). As a consequence,

the iteration sets can be restricted to V ′. This is shown in Algorithm 16.

As the iteration sets are restricted to V ′ now, it becomes clear that most of the

updates to V ′ are redundant. In every iteration, i refers to a node that is from

V ′. Therefore, adding this node i to V ′ is a redundant operation. Furthermore,

adding a within each iteration over and over again is not efficient as well. As

b ∈ b− holds always, and either x− ⊆ a− or x− 6⊆ a− at least one statement

exists in which a is added to V ′. As a result, redundant updates of V ′ can be

removed and a needs only to be added to V ′ once. This is done in Algorithm 17.

If the split up iteration sets of the for loop (iSet1 and iSet2) are compared, it is

favorable to maximize the size of iSet1, because then unions are prevented. The
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Input: A graph G = (V, E)
forall v ∈ V do1

v− := {v}2

end3

U := E4

V ′ := ∅5

while U 6= ∅ do6

Pick an edge (a, b) ∈ U7

if b ∈ V ′ then8

/* Update b− and all successors of b */

iSet1 := {x ∈ V |b ∈ x− ∧ x− ⊆ a−}9

iSet2 := {x ∈ V |b ∈ x− ∧ x− 6⊆ a−}10

for i ∈ iSet1 do11

i− := i− ∪ a−
12

V ′ := V ′ ∪ {i, a}13

end14

for i ∈ iSet2 do15

i− := i− ∪ a−
16

V ′ := V ′ ∪ {i, a}17

end18

else19

b− := b− ∪ a−
20

V ′ := V ′ ∪ {b, a}21

end22

end23

V2 := V24

count := 125

while V2 6= ∅ do26

pick random v from V227

for w ∈ {x ∈ V |x− = v−} do28

SCC[count] := SCC[count] ∪ {w}29

end30

V2 := V2 − SCC[count]31

count := count + 132

end33

Algorithm 14: Split iteration set on subset condition
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Input: A graph G = (V, E)
forall v ∈ V do1

v− := {v}2

end3

U := E4

V ′ := ∅5

while U 6= ∅ do6

Pick an edge (a, b) ∈ U7

if b ∈ V ′ then8

/* Update b− and all successors of b */

iSet1 := {x ∈ V |b ∈ x− ∧ x− ⊆ a−}9

iSet2 := {x ∈ V |b ∈ x− ∧ x− 6⊆ a−}10

for i ∈ iSet1 do11

i− := a−
12

V ′ := V ′ ∪ {i, a}13

end14

for i ∈ iSet2 do15

i− := i− ∪ a−
16

V ′ := V ′ ∪ {i, a}17

end18

else19

b− := b− ∪ a−
20

V ′ := V ′ ∪ {b, a}21

end22

end23

V2 := V24

count := 125

while V2 6= ∅ do26

pick random v from V227

for w ∈ {x ∈ V |x− = v−} do28

SCC[count] := SCC[count] ∪ {w}29

end30

V2 := V2 − SCC[count]31

count := count + 132

end33

Algorithm 15: Elimination of useless union
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Input: A graph G = (V, E)
forall v ∈ V do1

v− := {v}2

end3

U := E4

V ′ := ∅5

while U 6= ∅ do6

Pick an edge (a, b) ∈ U7

if b ∈ V ′ then8

/* Update b− and all successors of b */

/* b ∈ x− implies that x ∈ V ′. Two cases:

1. x = b. b ∈ b− is always true, as b is initially added to b−.
And b ∈ V ′ for sure, because of the if-branch that is

executed currently.

2. x 6= b. Then if b ∈ x−, then x ∈ V ′, because if x /∈ V ′,

x− = {x} and x 6= b.
*/

iSet1 := {x ∈ V ′|b ∈ x− ∧ x− ⊆ a−}9

iSet2 := {x ∈ V ′|b ∈ x− ∧ x− 6⊆ a−}10

for i ∈ iSet1 do11

i− := a−
12

V ′ := V ′ ∪ {i, a}13

end14

for i ∈ iSet2 do15

i− := i− ∪ a−
16

V ′ := V ′ ∪ {i, a}17

end18

else19

b− := b− ∪ a−
20

V ′ := V ′ ∪ {b, a}21

end22

end23

V2 := V24

count := 125

while V2 6= ∅ do26

pick random v from V227

for w ∈ {x ∈ V |x− = v−} do28

SCC[count] := SCC[count] ∪ {w}29

end30

V2 := V2 − SCC[count]31

count := count + 132

end33

Algorithm 16: Restrict iteration sets to V ′
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Input: A graph G = (V, E)
forall v ∈ V do1

v− := {v}2

end3

U := E4

V ′ := ∅5

while U 6= ∅ do6

Pick an edge (a, b) ∈ U7

if b ∈ V ′ then8

V ′ := V ′ ∪ {a}9

/* Update b− and all successors of b */

iSet1 := {x ∈ V ′|b ∈ x− ∧ x− ⊆ a−}10

iSet2 := {x ∈ V ′|b ∈ x− ∧ x− 6⊆ a−}11

for i ∈ iSet1 do12

i− := a−
13

end14

for i ∈ iSet2 do15

i− := i− ∪ a−
16

end17

else18

b− := b− ∪ a−
19

V ′ := V ′ ∪ {b, a}20

end21

end22

V2 := V23

count := 124

while V2 6= ∅ do25

pick random v from V226

for w ∈ {x ∈ V |x− = v−} do27

SCC[count] := SCC[count] ∪ {w}28

end29

V2 := V2 − SCC[count]30

count := count + 131

end32

Algorithm 17: Remove redundant updates to V ′
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only thing that is different between the sets is the subset condition x− ⊆ a−. As

a rule of thumb, maximizing |a−| causes as many as possible other predecessor

sets to meet the condition x− ⊆ a−, thereby maximizing iSet1. In order to

maximize |a−|, instead of picking an arbitrary edge from U , an edge (a, b) is

chosen such that |a−| is maximal (with respect to the domain of U , not V ).

Input: A graph G = (V, E)
forall v ∈ V do1

v− := {v}2

end3

U := E4

V ′ := ∅5

while U 6= ∅ do6

Pick an edge (a, b) ∈ U with |a−| maximal7

if b ∈ V ′ then8

V ′ := V ′ ∪ {a}9

/* Update b− and all successors of b */

iSet1 := {x ∈ V ′|b ∈ x− ∧ x− ⊆ a−}10

iSet2 := {x ∈ V ′|b ∈ x− ∧ x− 6⊆ a−}11

for i ∈ iSet1 do12

i− := a−
13

end14

for i ∈ iSet2 do15

i− := i− ∪ a−
16

end17

else18

b− := b− ∪ a−
19

V ′ := V ′ ∪ {b, a}20

end21

end22

V2 := V23

count := 124

while V2 6= ∅ do25

pick random v from V226

for w ∈ {x ∈ V |x− = v−} do27

SCC[count] := SCC[count] ∪ {w}28

end29

V2 := V2 − SCC[count]30

count := count + 131

end32

Algorithm 18: Pick edge (a,b) with |a−| maximal

Knowing that finally the contents of the predecessor sets is not important but

only the question whether they are equal (the statement for w ∈ {x ∈ V |x− =
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v−}), the idea rises to find nodes whose predecessor sets will never be made

equal to another node’s predecessor set.

In order to do so, a set of nodes for which this is the case must be kept track of.

This set will be called Sink. This name is used because of the insight that any

update done to a node from Sink is only propagated to nodes within Sink and

will never cause nodes to become equivalent (as no node from Sink is a subset

of a−).

A node that is member of Sink is a node whose predecessor set will never

become a subset of any predecessor set belonging to a node not in Sink. Initially,

this set is empty. Every time an edge is chosen, all nodes that have a bigger

predecessor set are added to Sink, because they are not a subset of any other

predecessor set that is not in Sink currently. These nodes also do not have

outgoing edges anymore, because if that had, they would have been chosen

because their predecessor set is bigger. Specifically, the following rule holds for

nodes in the set Sink:

if x ∈ Sink then ∀y /∈ Sink(x /∈ y−)

That is, whenever a node becomes a member of Sink, this node will never be

part of any predecessor set of a node outside of Sink.

Currently, we have not been able to find a formal method to derive the Sink

set automatically. The same holds for the rule presented above. The rule

itself can be proved valid by induction on the code though. Further research is

needed in order to find a formal method to make usage of the set Sink a logical

consequence of the code.

In order to maintain the set Sink, another restriction is needed when picking an

edge to visit. This restriction is that an edge must be chosen such that a ∈ V ′

preferably holds. With this extra restriction, it is known that when a /∈ V ′
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holds, all nodes that are currently in V ′ should be added to Sink, as they do

not have any unvisited outgoing edges left.

The introduction of the set Sink is shown in Algorithm 19.

Next, the iteration sets iSet1 and iSet2 are splitted on set membership of Sink.

This results in the code shown in Algorithm 20. The postfixes S and Sc in the

new iteration sets stand for Sink and Sink complement.

iSetS and iSet2c are both marked as being empty. For iSetS, this follows from

the rule that is stated above which is repeated here:

if x ∈ Sink then ∀y /∈ Sink(x /∈ y−)

This implies

if x ∈ Sink then ∀y /∈ Sink(x− 6⊆ y−)

and more specifically, for a /∈ Sink

if x ∈ Sink then x− 6⊆ a−

Applied to iSet1, this rule adds the condition x− 6⊆ a−, resulting in the defini-

tion

iSet1S := {x ∈ V ′|x ∈ Sink ∧ b ∈ x− ∧ x− ⊆ a− ∧ x− 6⊆ a−}

which contains contradicting conditions, producing an empty set.

We prove that iSet2c is empty by proving that x ∈ V ′ ∧ x /∈ Sink is a totally

ordered set by ⊆ in Algorithm 20.

Basis Let S = {x ∈ V ′|x /∈ Sink}, evaluated just after line 13 of Algorithm 20.

Initially this set is empty making the statement above true.

Inductive step Let Si be the set S in the ith iteration. Assume the statement

above holds for Si. The set Si is evaluated at the same position in the loop as

above. It is known that in Si, the node a has the biggest predecessor set. All
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Input: A graph G = (V, E)
forall v ∈ V do1

v− := {v}2

end3

U := E4

V ′ := ∅5

Sink := ∅6

while U 6= ∅ do7

Pick an edge (a, b) ∈ U with |a−| maximal and preferably a ∈ V ′
8

if a ∈ V ′ then9

Sink := Sink ∪ {x ∈ V ′||x−| > |a−|}10

else11

Sink := Sink ∪ {x ∈ V ′}12

end13

if b ∈ V ′ then14

V ′ := V ′ ∪ {a}15

/* Update b− and all successors of b */

iSet1 := {x ∈ V ′|b ∈ x− ∧ x− ⊆ a−}16

iSet2 := {x ∈ V ′|b ∈ x− ∧ x− 6⊆ a−}17

for i ∈ iSet1 do18

i− := a−
19

end20

for i ∈ iSet2 do21

i− := i− ∪ a−
22

end23

else24

b− := b− ∪ a−
25

V ′ := V ′ ∪ {b, a}26

end27

end28

V2 := V29

count := 130

while V2 6= ∅ do31

pick random v from V232

for w ∈ {x ∈ V |x− = v−} do33

SCC[count] := SCC[count] ∪ {w}34

end35

V2 := V2 − SCC[count]36

count := count + 137

end38

Algorithm 19: Introduction of sink nodes
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nodes with a bigger predecessor set have been moved to Sink before. As Si is

totally ordered by ⊆, it must be proved that Si+1 is totally ordered by ⊆ as

well. This is done by tracing the execution of one iteration. Two cases exist:

1. b ∈ V ′: As Si is totally ordered, iSet2Sc is empty because a is in Si, and

within this set |a−| is maximal. Therefore, ∀x ∈ Si(x
− ⊆ a−).

Nodes in iSet2S are elements that are in Sink. As Sink only grows, these

elements can never end up in Sj , where j ≥ i.

The predecessor sets of the nodes in iSet1Sc are being made equal to a−.

These nodes now have a maximal predecessor set as well and therefore Si

still is totally ordered by ⊆.

In the next iteration, a new edge is chosen. For such an edge a /∈ Sink

holds, otherwise this node was maximal before and not chosen, contradict-

ing the selection condition. All nodes with a bigger predecessor set are

added to Sink, and if a /∈ V ′, then all nodes from V ′ are added to Sink.

This removes elements from Si, which does not change the property of

being totally ordered.

2. b /∈ V ′: Because of the statement b− := b− ∪ a−, a− ⊆ b− holds (in this

case even a− ⊂ b− holds, because ∀v /∈ V ′(6 ∃w(v ∈ w−)). After b is added

to V ′ the total order property is preserved, because the predecessor sets

of all other elements in Si are a subset of b−.

Picking the next edge and proving that the total order is preserved is the

same as in the other case.

As the total order property of S is preserved during execution, the set iSet2c

will always be empty.

Algorithm 21 shows the results of removing the for loops with empty iteration

sets.

Now two loops are left. Looking at the second loop shows that every member
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Input: A graph G = (V, E)
forall v ∈ V do1

v− := {v}2

end3

U := E4

V ′ := ∅5

Sink := ∅6

while U 6= ∅ do7

Pick an edge (a, b) ∈ U with |a−| maximal and preferably a ∈ V ′
8

if a ∈ V ′ then9

Sink := Sink ∪ {x ∈ V ′||x−| > |a−|}10

else11

Sink := Sink ∪ {x ∈ V ′}12

end13

if b ∈ V ′ then14

V ′ := V ′ ∪ {a}15

/* Update b− and all successors of b */

iSet1S := {x ∈ V ′|x ∈ Sink ∧ b ∈ x− ∧ x− ⊆ a−}(:= ∅)16

iSet1Sc := {x ∈ V ′|x /∈ Sink ∧ b ∈ x− ∧ x− ⊆ a−}17

iSet2S := {x ∈ V ′|x ∈ Sink ∧ b ∈ x− ∧ x− 6⊆ a−}18

iSet2Sc := {x ∈ V ′|x /∈ Sink ∧ b ∈ x− ∧ x− 6⊆ a−}(:= ∅)19

for i ∈ iSet1S do20

i− := a−
21

end22

for i ∈ iSet1Sc do23

i− := a−
24

end25

for i ∈ iSet2S do26

i− := i− ∪ a−
27

end28

for i ∈ iSet2Sc do29

i− := i− ∪ a−
30

end31

else32

b− := b− ∪ a−
33

V ′ := V ′ ∪ {b, a}34

end35

end36

V2 := V37

count := 138

while V2 6= ∅ do39

pick random v from V240

for w ∈ {x ∈ V |x− = v−} do41

SCC[count] := SCC[count] ∪ {w}42

end43

V2 := V2 − SCC[count]44

count := count + 145

end46

Algorithm 20: Split iteration sets on Sink membership
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Input: A graph G = (V, E)
forall v ∈ V do1

v− := {v}2

end3

U := E4

V ′ := ∅5

Sink := ∅6

while U 6= ∅ do7

Pick an edge (a, b) ∈ U with |a−| maximal and preferably a ∈ V ′
8

if a ∈ V ′ then9

Sink := Sink ∪ {x ∈ V ′||x−| > |a−|}10

else11

Sink := Sink ∪ {x ∈ V ′}12

end13

if b ∈ V ′ then14

V ′ := V ′ ∪ {a}15

/* Update b− and all successors of b */

iSet1Sc := {x ∈ V ′|x /∈ Sink ∧ b ∈ x− ∧ x− ⊆ a−}16

iSet2S := {x ∈ V ′|x ∈ Sink ∧ b ∈ x− ∧ x− 6⊆ a−}17

for i ∈ iSet1Sc do18

i− := a−
19

end20

for i ∈ iSet2S do21

i− := i− ∪ a−
22

end23

else24

b− := b− ∪ a−
25

V ′ := V ′ ∪ {b, a}26

end27

end28

V2 := V29

count := 130

while V2 6= ∅ do31

pick random v from V232

for w ∈ {x ∈ V |x− = v−} do33

SCC[count] := SCC[count] ∪ {w}34

end35

V2 := V2 − SCC[count]36

count := count + 137

end38

Algorithm 21: Removal of loops with empty iteration set
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of the iteration set is element of Sink. As Sink is a set that only grows, any

node that has been in iteration set iSet2S will never be member of iSet1Sc

anymore, as such a node cannot be removed from Sink anymore. Additionally,

as i− 6⊆ a−, (i− ∪ a−) ⊃ a− and therefore such a statement never establishes

equivalence between predecessor sets.

It can be concluded that equivalence is only established when nodes are not in

Sink. As soon as nodes end up in Sink, their predecessor set will never be made

equivalent to a predecessor set of another node anymore, as both i and a in the

first loop (with iSet1Sc as iteration set) are not member of Sink. Therefore,

updates on nodes from Sink are redundant and can be skipped. This is shown

in Algorithm 22.

At this point, the only loop that is left is the loop with iteration set iSet1Sc.

Computation of this iteration set is an expensive operation. Therefore, this

set is going to be kept track of incrementally by using finite differencing. The

notion of finite differencing will be used a bit informally though, but the thought

behind the transformation remains the same.

Two variables will be used, named H and EQ, which stands for History and

Equivalence respectively. Both keep track of the set

{x ∈ V ′|x /∈ Sink}

but both will use a different data structure to track this set. H stores these

nodes in an ordered list, ordered by ⊆ on their predecessor sets. EQ stores

ordered sets of nodes, such that within such a set, nodes are equivalent, and

if two nodes a, b are in different sets where a appears left of b, without loss of

generality, then a− ⊆ b−.

Example H := (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6) and EQ := ({1}, {2, 3, 4}, {5, 6})

Then 1− ⊆ 2− ⊆ 3− ⊆ 4− ⊆ 5− ⊆ 6− and additionally 2− = 3− = 4− and
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Input: A graph G = (V, E)
forall v ∈ V do1

v− := {v}2

end3

U := E4

V ′ := ∅5

Sink := ∅6

while U 6= ∅ do7

Pick an edge (a, b) ∈ U with |a−| maximal and preferably a ∈ V ′
8

if a ∈ V ′ then9

Sink := Sink ∪ {x ∈ V ′||x−| > |a−|}10

else11

Sink := Sink ∪ {x ∈ V ′}12

end13

if b ∈ V ′ then14

V ′ := V ′ ∪ {a}15

/* Update b− and all successors of b */

iSet1Sc := {x ∈ V ′|x /∈ Sink ∧ b ∈ x− ∧ x− ⊆ a−}16

for i ∈ iSet1Sc do17

i− := a−
18

end19

else20

b− := b− ∪ a−
21

V ′ := V ′ ∪ {b, a}22

end23

end24

V2 := V25

count := 126

while V2 6= ∅ do27

pick random v from V228

for w ∈ {x ∈ V |x− = v−} do29

SCC[count] := SCC[count] ∪ {w}30

end31

V2 := V2 − SCC[count]32

count := count + 133

end34

Algorithm 22: Eliminate updates of predecessor sets of nodes from Sink
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5− = 6−.

Algorithm 23 shows the two variables. The definition of the variables is sur-

rounded by brackets, indicating that a specific data structure is used to store

the set. This data structure is not visible in the code, but in this text the

knowledge about the underlying data structure will be used.

Instead of reevaluating the variables H and EQ in each iteration again, these

variables will be computed incrementally. In order to do this, any change to

the variables H and EQ depend on must be detected. These variables are V ′

and Sink. Additionally, the effect of any statement that changes the contents

of a predecessor set must be taken into account as the data structures must be

updated accordingly. This especially applies to EQ.

Algorithm 24 shows the code after finite differencing applied to H and EQ.

Each step will be explained in detail. Initially, H and EQ are empty, as V ′ is

empty.

The first change of a variable H and EQ depend on is the change of Sink at

line 11. It is known that any node having a bigger predecessor set than a will

appear in sets right of the set that a belongs to in EQ. Therefore, removing

elements from the end of the list until a ∈ EQ(end), where end is the index

of the last element of the list, removes exactly those nodes whose predecessor

sets are bigger than a−. These elements should also be removed from H . Every

time an element X is removed from EQ, the corresponding number of nodes

are removed from H (#X is the number of elements in X).

The next position where a variable is changed on which H and EQ depend is at

line 20. This time, all element from V ′ must be added to the set Sink. But this

is exactly the same as adding the set {x ∈ V ′|x /∈ Sink} to Sink. Therefore,

all nodes from EQ and H must be removed. This is done in a similar way as in

the first branch of the if-statement, only now the algorithm does not stop until

EQ is empty.
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Input: A graph G = (V, E)
forall v ∈ V do1

v− := {v}2

end3

U := E4

V ′ := ∅5

Sink := ∅6

while U 6= ∅ do7

Pick an edge (a, b) ∈ U with |a−| maximal and preferably a ∈ V ′
8

if a ∈ V ′ then9

Sink := Sink ∪ {x ∈ V ′||x−| > |a−|}10

else11

Sink := Sink ∪ {x ∈ V ′}12

end13

H := [x ∈ V ′ ∧ x /∈ Sink]14

EQ := [x ∈ V ′ ∧ x /∈ Sink]15

if b ∈ V ′ then16

V ′ := V ′ ∪ {a}17

/* Update b− and all successors of b */

iSet1Sc := {x ∈ V ′|x /∈ Sink ∧ b ∈ x− ∧ x− ⊆ a−}18

for i ∈ iSet1Sc do19

i− := a−
20

end21

else22

b− := b− ∪ a−
23

V ′ := V ′ ∪ {b, a}24

end25

end26

V2 := V27

count := 128

while V2 6= ∅ do29

pick random v from V230

for w ∈ {x ∈ V |x− = v−} do31

SCC[count] := SCC[count] ∪ {w}32

end33

V2 := V2 − SCC[count]34

count := count + 135

end36

Algorithm 23: Introduce variable that keeps track of iteration set
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At line 32, V ′ changes. To be sure that V ′ changes, the statement adding a is

guarded by a /∈ V ′. If the element is added to V ′, it should be added to H and

EQ as well. If not, they do not need to be updated. In case a is added to V ′, we

add a to the end of H and {a} to the end of EQ. Note that at this point both

H and EQ are empty and adding these elements to H and EQ is valid because

of the proof stated above that {x ∈ V ′|x /∈ Sink} can be totally ordered by ⊆.

As |a−| is maximal and a ∈ V ′ ∧ a /∈ Sink, its valid position in the list it at the

end.

The assignment statement at line 45 in the for loop is the next statement that

changes EQ. The iteration iSet1Sc can be easily computed by using EQ. In

general, EQ looks as follows:

EQ = (. . . , {. . . , b, . . .}, X1, . . . , Xn, {. . . , a, . . .})

The condition b ∈ x− is true for all x appearing in the same set in EQ as b and

all sets right of this set. In the sequence above, that is the set containing b, X1

through Xn and the set containing a. By the assignment statement at line 45,

all the nodes contained in these sets become equivalent. This change in EQ is

reflected by merging the two rightmost nodes until b ∈ EQ(end). Updating EQ

is guarded by b /∈ Sink, because if b ∈ Sink, then b certainly cannot be found

in EQ, as it only contains nodes that are not member of Sink. Now EQ(end)

is equal to iSet1Sc and EQ(end) can be substituted for iSet1Sc.

At line 49, it cannot be decided whether a ∈ V ′ holds or not. Therefore,

a guarding if-statement is created, and H and EQ are updated accordingly.

b /∈ V ′ holds for sure, so the updates for b to H and EQ do not have to be

guarded.

This entire process of finite differencing of H and EQ results in the code shown

in Algorithm 24.
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Input: A graph G = (V, E)
forall v ∈ V do1

v− := {v}2

end3

U := E4

V ′ := ∅5

Sink := ∅6

H := ∅7

EQ := ∅8

while U 6= ∅ do9

Pick an edge (a, b) ∈ U with |a−| maximal and preferably a ∈ V ′10

if a ∈ V ′ then11

Sink := Sink ∪ {x ∈ V ′||x−| > |a−|}12

while a /∈ EQ(end) do13

X := EQ(end)14

remove end(EQ)15

for i ∈ [1,#X] do16

remove end(H)17

end18

end19

else20

Sink := Sink ∪ {x ∈ V ′}21

while EQ 6= ∅ do22

X := EQ(end)23

remove end(EQ)24

for i ∈ [1,#X] do25

remove end(H)26

end27

end28

end29

if b ∈ V ′ then30

if a /∈ V ′ then31

V ′ := V ′ ∪ {a}32

H := H + [a]33

EQ := EQ + [{a}]34

end35

/* Update b− and all successors of b */

if b /∈ Sink then36

while b /∈ EQ(end) do37

X := EQ(end)38

remove end(EQ)39

Y := EQ(end)40

remove end(EQ)41

EQ := EQ + [X ∪ Y ]42

end43

for i ∈ EQ(end) do44

i− := a−45

end46

end47

else48

b− := b− ∪ a−49

if a /∈ V ′ then50

V ′ := V ′ ∪ {a}51

H := H + [a]52

EQ := EQ + [{a}]53

end54

V ′ := V ′ ∪ {b}55

H := H + [b]56

EQ := EQ + [{b}]57

end58

end59

V2 := V60

count := 161

while V2 6= ∅ do62

pick random v from V263

for w ∈ {x ∈ V |x− = v−} do64

SCC[count] := SCC[count] ∪ {w}65

end66

V2 := V2 − SCC[count]67

count := count + 168

end69

Algorithm 24: Apply finite differencing to H and EQ
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As can be seen, applying finite differencing generates quite a lot of code. In

principle, this code can be used to directly optimize further. But in order to

minimize code size some common code is moved and redundant statements are

eliminated.

In Algorithm 24, the if-statements at line 32 and line 49 are the same and can

be moved in front of the containing if-statement.

At line 35, Sink is used. As b ∈ V ′ holds, the condition of the if-statement that

follows can be expanded with b ∈ V ′. This results in the condition

b ∈ V ′ ∧ b /∈ Sink, which can be replaced by b /∈ H . Now Sink is not used

anymore in statements other than updating itself it has become redundant.

Therefore, any statement in which Sink occurs can be removed.

The result of these steps is shown in Algorithm 25.

It is known that each element of EQ contains nodes which have the same prede-

cessor set. An other observation is that only nodes that occur in EQ can become

equivalent to other nodes. Only nodes from the last element are made equiva-

lent. Therefore, when a node is removed from EQ, such a node will never be

on the right hand side of an assignment of a predecessor set. As a consequence,

the iteration set of the for loop at line 55 in Algorithm 25 is determined for any

v ∈ EQ(end) if the last element of EQ is removed. Therefore, if an element is

removed from EQ, then for any v from this set, the iteration set evaluates to

exactly the set which is removed from EQ. Therefore, the execution of the for

loop at line 55 of Algorithm 25 can be moved to any position where an element

is removed from EQ, and the iteration set is exactly the set removed from EQ.

Finally, after all edges have been visited, all remaining elements from EQ can

be removed, as the contents of these elements will not change anymore.

The result of this transformation is shown in Algorithm 26.

All nodes that have at least one incoming or outgoing edge have been added to

V ′ at the end of the algorithm. Therefore, these nodes have been added to EQ
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Input: A graph G = (V, E)
forall v ∈ V do1

v− := {v}2

end3

U := E4

H := ∅5

EQ := ∅6

while U 6= ∅ do7

Pick an edge (a, b) ∈ U with |a−| maximal and preferably a ∈ V ′
8

if a ∈ H then9

while a /∈ EQ(end) do10

X := EQ(end)11

remove end(EQ)12

for i ∈ [1, #X] do13

remove end(H)14

end15

end16

else17

while EQ 6= ∅ do18

X := EQ(end)19

remove end(EQ)20

for i ∈ [1, #X] do21

remove end(H)22

end23

end24

end25

if a /∈ V ′ then26

V ′ := V ′ ∪ {a}27

H := H + [a]28

EQ := EQ + [{a}]29

end30

if b ∈ V ′ then31

if b /∈ H then32

while b /∈ EQ(end) do33

X := EQ(end)34

remove end(EQ)35

Y := EQ(end)36

remove end(EQ)37

EQ := EQ + [X ∪ Y ]38

end39

for i ∈ EQ(end) do40

i− := a−
41

end42

end43

else44

b− := b− ∪ a−
45

V ′ := V ′ ∪ {b}46

H := H + [b]47

EQ := EQ + [{b}]48

end49

end50

V2 := V51

count := 152

while V2 6= ∅ do53

pick random v from V254

for w ∈ {x ∈ V |x− = v−} do55

SCC[count] := SCC[count] ∪ {w}56

end57

V2 := V2 − SCC[count]58

count := count + 159

end60

Algorithm 25: Common code movement and removal of redundant code
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Input: A graph G = (V, E)
forall v ∈ V do1

v− := {v}2

end3

V2 := V4

count := 15

U := E6

H := ∅7

EQ := ∅8

while U 6= ∅ do9

Pick an edge (a, b) ∈ U with |a−| maximal and preferably a ∈ V ′10

if a ∈ H then11

while a /∈ EQ(end) do12

X := EQ(end)13

remove end(EQ)14

for i ∈ [1, #X] do15

remove end(H)16

end17

SCC[count] := X18

V2 := V2 − SCC[count]19

count := count + 120

end21

else22

while EQ 6= ∅ do23

X := EQ(end)24

remove end(EQ)25

for i ∈ [1, #X] do26

remove end(H)27

end28

SCC[count] := X29

V2 := V2 − SCC[count]30

count := count + 131

end32

end33

if a /∈ V ′ then34

V ′ := V ′ ∪ {a}35

H := H + [a]36

EQ := EQ + [{a}]37

end38

if b ∈ V ′ then39

if b /∈ H then40

while b /∈ EQ(end) do41

X := EQ(end)42

remove end(EQ)43

Y := EQ(end)44

remove end(EQ)45

EQ := EQ + [X ∪ Y ]46

end47

for i ∈ EQ(end) do48

i− := a−49

end50

end51

else52

b− := b− ∪ a−53

V ′ := V ′ ∪ {b}54

H := H + [b]55

EQ := EQ + [{b}]56

end57

end58

while EQ 6= ∅ do59

X := EQ(end)60

remove end(EQ)61

for i ∈ [1, #X] do62

remove end(H)63

end64

SCC[count] := X65

V2 := V2 − SCC[count]66

count := count + 167

end68

while V2 6= ∅ do69

pick random v from V270

for w ∈ {x ∈ V |x− = v−} do71

SCC[count] := SCC[count] ∪ {w}72

end73

V2 := V2 − SCC[count]74

count := count + 175

end76

Algorithm 26: Evaluate SCC when removing element from EQ
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as well. At line 69 in Algorithm 26, EQ is empty and all nodes that have been

added EQ before, must have ended up in a SCC and these nodes have been

removed from V2. All nodes that have ever been added to EQ are the nodes in

V ′. Therefore, at line 69, V2 = V − V ′ holds before the first iteration of this

loop. The result is that all previous updates to V2 can be eliminated.

Now, for all v ∈ V2, v /∈ V ′ holds. Again, the two rules stated before can be

used:

1. ∀v /∈ V ′(v− = {v})

2. ∀v /∈ V ′ 6 ∃w(v 6= w ∧ v ∈ w−)

As a consequence, the set {x ∈ V |x− = v−} evaluates to {v}.

Finally, the predecessor sets are not used anymore to find SCCs. Therefore, the

statements updating these predecessor sets can be eliminated.

The resulting code is shown in Algorithm 27.

The last thing that remains is the function that picks an edge. This function

and the modifications that must be made to the code in order to make picking

an edge efficient are treated separately. pick edge will be treated as a separate

function which has access to all variables found in Algorithm 27. The main

reason this is done is because of a practical reason: the entire algorithm would

not fit on one page anymore if we did not.

Algorithm 28 shows the function pick edge. It uses a variable M (maximal),

which keeps track of nodes with outgoing edges, ordered by ⊆. From this point

of view, it is very similar to EQ. When an edge is picked, it starts by trying

to find an outgoing edge from the node with the biggest predecessor set. If this

is not succesful, it removes this node from M , as it apparently has not got any

outgoing edges. It stops when it finds such a node, or when there are no nodes

left in M . Then, in the case a maximal node is found, it picks an arbitrary

outgoing edge from this node, otherwise is picks an arbitrary edge.
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Input: A graph G = (V, E)
forall v ∈ V do1

v− := {v}2

end3

count := 14

U := E5

H := ∅6

EQ := ∅7

while U 6= ∅ do8

Pick an edge (a, b) ∈ U with |a−| maximal and preferably a ∈ V ′9

if a ∈ H then10

while a /∈ EQ(end) do11

X := EQ(end)12

remove end(EQ)13

for i ∈ [1,#X] do14

remove end(H)15

end16

SCC[count] := X17

count := count + 118

end19

else20

while EQ 6= ∅ do21

X := EQ(end)22

remove end(EQ)23

for i ∈ [1,#X] do24

remove end(H)25

end26

SCC[count] := X27

count := count + 128

end29

end30

if a /∈ V ′ then31

V ′ := V ′ ∪ {a}32

H := H + [a]33

EQ := EQ + [{a}]34

end35

if b ∈ V ′ then36

if b /∈ H then37

while b /∈ EQ(end) do38

X := EQ(end)39

remove end(EQ)40

Y := EQ(end)41

remove end(EQ)42

EQ := EQ + [X ∪ Y ]43

end44

end45

else46

V ′ := V ′ ∪ {b}47

H := H + [b]48

EQ := EQ + [{b}]49

end50

end51

while EQ 6= ∅ do52

X := EQ(end)53

remove end(EQ)54

for i ∈ [1,#X] do55

remove end(H)56

end57

SCC[count] := X58

count := count + 159

end60

V2 := V − V ′61

while V2 6= ∅ do62

pick random v from V263

SCC[count] := {v}64

V2 := V2 − SCC[count]65

count := count + 166

end67

Algorithm 27: Calculation of SCCs for nodes from V − V ′
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M contains all nodes from V ′ that potentially have an outgoing edge, ordered

by ⊆. Therefore, it can fulfill the condition “pick edge with |a−| maximal and

preferably a ∈ V ′”.

function pick edge1

begin2

i := #M3

while i 6= 0∧ 6 ∃x ∈ V ((M(i), x) ∈ U) do4

remove end(M)5

i := i − 16

end7

if i = 0 then8

(a, b) :=arbitrary U ;9

else10

S := {(a, b)inU |a = M(i)}11

(a, b) := arbitrary S12

end13

return [a, b]14

end15

Algorithm 28: Function that picks the next edge to visit

The original algorithm was impractical to use. Only on very small graphs it

would terminate within reasonable time. By using the transformations explained

in this chapter, an algorithm is derived whose workings are not obvious, but

whose performance is much better than the original algorithm.



Chapter 5

Results and Conclusions

In this chapter the effect of the optimizations on the execution time of the

algorithm will be considered. Next, the properties of the optimized algorithm

are compared to Tarjan’s algorithm. Finally, the achievements made in this

paper are reviewed, and some shortcomings will be considered.

5.1 Results

In order to assess the effectiveness of the proposed transformation, the initial

program (Algorithm 10 is compared to the derived program (Algorithm 27).

These programs are implemented in SETL[1], a set oriented language. The

initial algorithm can be found in Appendix A, the optimized version in Ap-

pendix B. We could not find a suitable test set of graphs. Therefore, randomly

generated graphs are used. One test consists of a graph with cycles of size 10.

Additionaly, 0.25 times the number of edges are added randomly. The other

tests consist of graphs which are generated randomly, with the number of edges

being 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2 or 4 times the number of nodes. These numbers will be

referred to as the graph density. These graphs are used as input to both al-

62
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Figure 5.1: Graphs with cycles of size 10, with extra edges added randomly
(0.25 ∗ (numberofnodes))

gorithms and their execution time is measured. The graphs have sizes ranging

from 10 to 1000 nodes. For various different graph densities, the graph size is

plotted against execution time for both algorithms.

The results of the benchmarks are shown in Figure 5.1, 5.2, 5.4, 5.5 and 5.6.

All figures show that the optimized version performs better. A closer look at

Figure 5.1 shows that for larger graphs, the unoptimized algorithm is performing

slower and slower. In fact, measurements for graphs larger than 500 nodes have

not been made, as execution times exceeded our patience. On the contrary, the

optimized algorithm seems to scale much better. It has no difficulty in solving

the problem for a graph of 1000 nodes.

From the other figures, it is clear that the optimized especially outperforms the

old algorithm as the input graph gets denser. This can be explained by the

fact that dense graphs contain more edges, and therefore the predecessor sets

tend to be larger on average. This slows down the algorithm as more edges also

means that updates of predecessor sets have to be propagated to more nodes on

average.
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Figure 5.2: Graphs with a density of 0.25
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Figure 5.4: Graphs with a density of 1
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It can thus be concluded that the optimized version performs better on these

random examples. These results are influenced by the way SETL evaluates ex-

pressions. Therefore, by using different underlying data structures, performance

could potentially be improved.

5.2 Comparison with Tarjan’s Algorithm

Many of the concepts found in the derived algorithm can be linked to the work-

ings of Tarjan’s algorithm. Tarjan’s algorithm can be found in Algorithm 8 on

page 25. The algorithm derived from the simple algorithm is shown in Algo-

rithm 27 on page 60.

In the derived algorithm, the variable EQ is very similar to the stack roots com-

bined with the stack unfinished. EQ stores sets of nodes which are in the same

SCC, whereas roots has the same purpose in Tarjan’s algorithm. It indicates a

position in unfinished, and all nodes on top of this node in unfinished, until

the next root node or the top of the stack is met, belong to the same SCC.

Example EQ = ({1, 2, 3}, {4}, {5, 6}) could correspond to
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roots = (1, 4, 5) and unfinished = (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6) in Tarjan’s algorithm. Note

however that the nodes on unfinished and roots are ordered by the preorder

number assigned to them. Nodes within an element of EQ are not ordered. In

principle, it is possible to choose any outgoing edge from the last SCC found in

EQ. Tarjan’s algorithm uses DFS, and would certainly choose an edge from a

node that is most recently visited.

The next step considered is the recursive call to dfs in Tarjan’s algorithm. This

statement is guarded by w /∈ S. This corresponds to b /∈ V ′ in our algorithm.

This causes node b to be added to V ′, which is similar to S, in that it effectively

keeps track of nodes that have been visited. When a node is not visited, our

algorithm adds it to the lists H and EQ. As H is ordered by ⊆, this information

can be used to pick the node with the biggest predecessor set. H corresponds

to unfinished nodes that appear on the call stack of Tarjan’s algorithm.

The guard in unfinished[w] in Tarjan’s algorithm corresponds to b /∈ H in our

algorithm. Being a member of V ′ but not of H means that the SCC of such

a node is determined, which is tracked in the array in unfinished in Tarjan’s

algorithm.

If a node w is in S and in in unfinished[w], then a cycle is found in Tarjan’s

algorithm and this cycle is collapsed. This is done by popping nodes from roots.

In our algorithm, this is done by merging the two topmost sets of EQ, until the

target node of the edge is found.

Finally, SCCs must be calculated. In Tarjan’s algorithm, this is done whenever

the DFS of a root node completes. Then, all the nodes on top of this node in

the stack unfinished must belong to the same SCC. Our algorithm removes

elements from the end of EQ as long as a is not in the last SCC. This is correct

because the equivalence of their predecessor sets cannot change anymore. This

procedure is very similar to unwinding the call stack in Tarjan’s algorithm.
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5.3 Conclusions

Traditionally optimizing compilers perform only relatively straightforward op-

timizations of the generated code. A compiler that optimizes code by using

restructuring techniques is potentially more powerful. Another advantage of

this approach is that the code written by the programmer can remain simple,

which greatly aides in productivity and program correctness.

In this thesis, we have used basic set theory as a basis to write algorithms. Next,

we have reviewed existing algorithms that determine the strongly connected

components of a directed graph. In Chapter 4, we started with a simple, easy

to proof algorithm. By using relatively simple transformations, we ended up

with an algorithm which is much more efficient and in fact is quite close to

Tarjan’s algorithm.

There are some shortcomings of course of this approach. Some of the transfor-

mational steps are not properly formalized at this time. It should be regarded

as an example of what potentially is possible. We hope this chain of transfor-

mations can be caught into a more formal model such that they can be applied

to other algorithms as well.



Appendix A

Original algorithm in SETL

E := {};

read(nrVertices);

loop

read(a,b);

if eof then quit; end;

E{a} with:= b;

end loop;

V := domain(E) + range(E);

minset := { [a,a]: a in V };

U := E;

while U /= {} loop

[a,b] := pickEdge(U);

U less:= [a,b];

minset{b} := minset{b} + minset{a};

(for i in { x in V | b in minset{x} })

minset{i} := minset{i} + minset{a};

end;

end;

V2 := V;

count := 1;

SCC := [];

(while V2 /= {})

x from V2;

SCC(count) := {};

(for i in { y in V | minset{x} = minset{y} } )

SCC(count) with:= i;

end;

69
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V2 := V2 - SCC(count);

count := count + 1;

end;

print(SCC);

proc pickEdge( pick_U );

[a,b] := arb pick_U;

return [a,b];

end proc;



Appendix B

Optimized algorithm in

SETL

var Vp;

var V;

var H;

var M;

var U;

E := {};

read(nrVertices);

loop

read(a,b);

if eof then quit; end;

E{a} with:= b;

end loop;

V := domain(E) + range(E);

U := E;

count := 1;

Vp := {};

H := [];

M := [];

EQ := [];

SCC := [];

while U /= {} loop

[a,b] := pickEdge();

U less:= [a,b];

if a in H then

(while a notin EQ(#EQ))

71
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X frome EQ;

(for i in [ 1 .. #X ])

tmp frome H;

end;

SCC(count) := X;

count := count + 1;

end;

else

(while EQ /= [])

X frome EQ;

(for i in [ 1 .. #X ])

tmp frome H;

end;

SCC(count) := X;

count := count + 1;

end;

end;

if a notin Vp then

Vp with:= a;

H with:= a;

M with:= a;

EQ with:= {a};

end;

if b in Vp then

if b in H then

(while b notin EQ(#EQ) )

X frome EQ;

Y frome EQ;

EQ with:= (X + Y);

end;

end;

else

Vp with:= b;

H with:= b;

M with:= b;

EQ with:= {b};

end;

end;

(while EQ /= [])

X frome EQ;

(for i in [ 1 .. #X ])

tmp frome H;

end;

SCC(count) := X;

count := count + 1;

end;
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V2 := V - Vp;

(while V2 /= {})

x from V2;

SCC(count) := {x};

V2 := V2 - SCC(count);

count := count + 1;

end;

print(SCC);

proc pickEdge();

i := #M;

(while i /= 0 and not exists x in V | [M(i),x] in U )

tmp frome M;

i := i - 1;

end;

if i = 0 then

[a,b] := arb U;

else

S := { [a,b] : [a,b] in U | a = M(i) };

[a,b] := arb S;

end;

return [a,b];

end proc;
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